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Note: This is a PDF version of a thread I created on bladeforums.com. 

(https://www.bladeforums.com/threads/edge-pro-sharpening-tips-mistakes-and-lessons-
learned.1771733/)

The thread may have newer info and additional useful info from other forum members. 


Preface 
I was encouraged by a few Bladeforums members to put my sharpening procedures and 
use tips for Edge Pro together as a thread, with my "lessons learned" from ruining a few 
good knives along my development of sharpening skills over about 5 year period. Here I 
document a sharpening session, in which I reprofiled an obtuse factory edge to 15 DPS. 
Hopefully, this thread is helpful for some Edge Pro users and those using similar 
sharpening systems.
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Sharpening equipment 
System used: 

Edge Pro Apex with a small-knife attachment and a stage magnet


Stones used: 

Venev diamond stone #150

Congress Tools Moldmaster silicon carbide stone #400 mounted on a stone blank with 
double-sided tape

Edge Pro aluminum oxide stones #600 and #1000

DMT Aligner EEF diamond stone (for freehand microbeveling, see below)


Other items: 
Wixey Digital Angle Gauge Type 2 with Magnetic Base

Kitchen paper towel

Edge Pro water bottle (water with a drop of dishwashing soap) and microfiber towel

Loupe or microscope (not shown in the picture below)
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Tips for the stone choice: In my regular sharpening, I use the Venev diamond stone 
#150 and that alone, as I prefer a coarse toothy edge. Also, the fine aluminum oxide 
stones may not work for high alloy steels like S35VN, as carbides in these steels are 
harder than the abrasive. I would either stop at #400 or less, or use fine diamond stones if 
I want a finer finish for these steels. If you use stones from different manufacturers like I 
do, check and compare their grit rating systems. A finer stone from one source may have 
larger abrasives than a coarser stone from another vendor.


Hardest lesson learned: Do not sharpen your expensive knives until you 
know you can make good results with the system!! Just practice with cheap 
knives. 
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Sharpening Procedures 

The knife sacrificed: Baladeo slip joint knife, stainless steel blade


1. Inspect the stones 
Make sure that all stones are reasonably flat by laying them on a flat surface and 
inspecting light penetration through the gap.





Tips: If they are not flat, you can flat them using Edge Pro stone leveling kit or similar DIY 
bits.


Lesson learned: Some stones like Edge Pro #120 silicon carbide stone dishes fast. If you 
use dished stones, you know what happens......


2. Soak stones in soapy water 
Tips: Some stones like the Moldmaster stones need soaking. But some others like Venev 
and Edge Pro stones not so much.
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3. Protect the blade with masking tape 




Tips: Use good masking tape. Cheap ones leave some residues. It is a good idea to tape 
the table as well. The one used in the above picture was a crappy one. Ready Post clear 
packing tape of USPS was recommended by a member.


Lesson learned: If you don't do this, you will have scratches on your beautiful blade!
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4. Adjust the blade table 
You should also put masking tape on the stage. This will facilitate removing grits.





Tips: Find a position where the knife is stable. Make the edge sticking out enough of the 
table.


Lesson learned: There was a point where the edge was shy of the table, and stones 
grind the table instead of the edge, resulting in a weird edge line. Make sure the entire 
edge is sticking out of the table!
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5. Measure the angle of the primary grind 
Lay the blade on a flat surface and put an angle cube on the blade.




(This shown number is off because the table was not flat. It was actually 6.6 degree)


The angle is inclusive, and half of it is the primary bevel angle, which is gonna be used in 
the next step. I have found that most of pocket knives have 6~9 degree primary grind 
angle (inclusive).  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6. Set the stone angle 
First, measure the stage angle (or zero the cube on the stage). Put the coarsest stone on 
the blade, and measure the angle using an angle cube. Keep the number somewhere, as 
this is the angle you keep for all stones.
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You can use the primary bevel angle and the stage angle to calculate what stone angle is 
necessary for your desired sharpening angle.


In the above example, the primary bevel angle is 6 degree, and the stage angle is 29.5 
degree. So, if I want to sharpen at 15 DPS, I need to set the stone angle to be at 8.5 
degree. I did not zero the angle cube on the stage and put the stage angle into account. If 
you zero the angle cube on the stage, you just need to add 15 (sharpening angle) and 6 
(primary bevel angle). The result (21 degree) is the stone angle.


So, for the blade on this sharpening session (3.3 primary bevel angle), if I want the edge 
angle to be 15 DPS, I need to set the stone angle to 11.2 degree (29.5-15-3.3).


Tips: Keep the number somewhere for future sharpening.
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Lesson learned: Blade position, primary grind, and stone thickness all matter for a 
consistent sharpening angle.


For the above, I just used the angle setting of Edge Pro. I realized that some stones do 
not reach the apex because they are thicker than the others! So, I tried an adjustment 
collar, and that failed. Angle cube is much better and consistent. You can see only the top 
portion of the edge bevel is polished, but not near the edge.


See the section “Few sharpening angle tips” for more info. 

7. Secure the blade on the table 
Again find a position where the knife can be held stably and comfortably. Edge Pro stage 
magnet helps a lot, and I cannot live without it!


Tips: Remember how you hold the blade on the table and keep the position throughout 
the sharpening session. 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Lesson learned: I shifted the position during grit progression. The tip was the most 
shifted point. That changed the sharpening angle at the tip (to greater angles over time). I 
ended up a dull tip because only finer stones touched the edge there.


8. Initial grinding with the coarsest stone 
I use back and forth motions to remove some metal from one side of the blade, probably 
like 10 strokes. Just a tiny bit of pressure to the blade, in addition to the weight of the 
stone and the handle. After 10 or so strokes, I check how far the scratches away from the 
edge. If they are too far, I do 10 more strokes and check the scratches again. As you 
proceed, you would notice areas where scratches are farther away from the edge than 
other areas. Typically, you would have under-ground areas near the tip and heel (see 10).


Tips: Make sure that the stone grinds the heel area sufficiently. Do not drop the stone off 
the tip. This will round the tip. Stop the stone when the tip reaches the midline of the 
stone. Use light reflection or a loupe to spot these problem areas. Do not grind too much 
at this point. I would not let the stone to touch the edge yet.


Lesson learned: I have rounded the tips of many blades…..
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9. Clean the stone 
Rinse the stone with soapy water. Wipe the stage and the blade with paper towel. I do 
this every time I inspect the edge.


Lesson learned: If you are lazy and don't clean them, you will have scratches on the 
blade. Also, the final finish may not be clean because coarse grits may remain throughout 
the session, especially for polished finish.


10. Aligning the scratch pattern 
Now you know which areas need more attention. So focus on these areas to grind with 
the coarsest stone. The goal here is to make the scratches away the same distance from 
the edge.




(What's visible here are the micro bevel, original edge bevel, and new scratches by the 
#150 stone from left to right)
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Tips: These areas can be quite small. In that case, I use a corner of the stone to grind 
specific spots. When you have a sopt near the tip, use very short motions to grind and 
avoid rounding the tip.


(This is somewhat typical. You can see that the stone already grinds the tip but not the 
apex anywhere else.)


Also, you tend to have issues near the heel. Again, use a corner of the stone. Sometimes 
you have to remove some materials off from the choil or ricasso.


Lesson learned: I ignored these areas and just sharpened the entire edge bevel 
regardlessly. This resulted in removing more materials off from other areas and altered 
blade shape.  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Left, the entire width of the stone grinds the blade. Right, by tilting the stone, one corner 
or edge of the stone grinds the blade. You can grind a small area this way. Sorry for the 
bad illustrations!



11. Raising a burr 
Once the scratches are somewhat aligned in most parts, perform back-and-forth grinding 
from heel to tip to raise a full-length burr. With a coarse stone, you can easily feel the burr 
with you nail or on the fingerprint. It may even be visible




(on another knife, another day)




You can also check if the stone grinds all the way to the edge using a loupe.
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Tips: I normally stop at this grit. To make the edge more aesthetically pleasing, I perform 
full-length single strokes from heel to tips about 10 times. This makes a nice uniform 
scratch pattern, something like below.


Lesson learned: A few times, I did not check the edge and failed to raise a burr at the tip. 
I realized after cleaning up everything and had to set the system back again…..


12. Taking care of the other side 
Repeat 8~10 for the other side. I just flip the blade and do not measure the stone angle 
(to prevent my OCD from kicking in).


13. Burr removal 
Once you raise a burr on the other side, you should deburr the edge. I flip to the side I 
start with, on which the burr is now hanging, and run the stone from heel to tip in one 
single motion with just the weight of the stone and the Edge Pro arm. You can feel the 
stone grind the burr off. Then five more very light strokes. Flip the blade and two light full-
length strokes from heel to tip. Flip again and a single stroke. Flip and a single stroke. Flip 
and the final single stroke. After this, the blade should cut wet paper towel cleanly.
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Lesson learned: I did not deburr and just proceeded to a next grit. Ended up with a 
lingering burr raised by the coarsest stone after the finest stone. Not sharp at all! 
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14. Chasing the grit 
Now the edge bevel is set and consistent, you can easily grind the apex with finer stones.

Just make sure the stone angle is consistent at each stone. In this example, I did 20 full-
length strokes on each side at each stone. Deburr at each stone as described in 13.


During reprofiling (the stone had not ground to the apex yet)


After #1000


(You can see I removed some materials from the ricasso to grind the heel area)
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15. Putting micro bevels 
This is optional. I run the blade a couple times for each side on DMT EEF stone with a 
slightly raised angle. This will create small micro bevels, which allow you to revive the 
edge using this stone, even in the field, many times before full sharpening.


Tips: This particular stone refines the edge pretty well and eliminate the necessity of 
stropping. At this point, the edge should be hair-whittling sharp regardless of the finishing 
grit, even after #150.


Lesson learned: I used to use strops, either leather or balsa, loaded or not. Somehow it 
did not work well for me, especially for toothy edges. I ditched strops entirely.


16. Final edge refinement 
There may be a lot of different ways to refine the edge, but this is my way.


Running the edge lightly on thumb nail a couple of times.

Cutting into cork a couple of times.

Run the edge lightly on hard wood surface or plastic a couple of times.

The cutting ability should be retained after these steps.

If not, I go back to DMT EEF.


Lesson learned: I got a seemingly sharp edge. I cut cardboard once and the edge was 
gone. I found flat spots, which I think a collapsed burr. Some burrs can be really sharp but 
weak!
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Other tips and lessons learned 

Few sharpening angle tips 
Keeping the sharpening angle is extremely important. As mentioned above (#6), stones 
with different thicknesses result in different sharpening angles. This then may result in an 
insufficiently refined edge, when a finer stone is thicker than a coarser stone and fails to 
grind the apex made by the coarser stone. Since burr detection becomes more difficult as 
the stone becomes finer, the stone angle adjustment is important for fine edges, say 
above #600.


Stone adjustment collars are available and help to compensate for this. But I found that 
setting the stone angle using an angle cube works better and more consistently.


—Benefit of setting the stone angle instead of relying on the pivot angle 
Edge Pro-type sharpeners have angle settings at the stone arm pivot. You can rely on 
them if you can set the blade exactly the same for each stone and at each sharpening 
session. Below is what I mean.


Let's say that you have a pivot angle setting, with which the sharpening angle is 15 DPS, 
at a certain blade position on the stage. When the edge portion of the blade protrudes a 
bit more than the original position, the sharpening angle becomes shallower. If you use 
the stone angle instead of the pivot angle, you don't have to worry about this, as 
illustrated above.
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—Potential offset of sharpening angle due to changes in how the blade is set 
Even when you keep the stone angle the same, the actual sharpening angle depends on 
how the blade is held on the stage. Let's say you sharpen a blade with the convex 
primary bevel. Convex grind makes it easy to shift the angle of the midline of the blade, 
as the blade may wiggle on the stage, even with a stage magnet attachment. If that 
changes, then the sharpening angle will change.


This could happen with a hollow ground blade. For these types of blade, a clamp system 
might be better. It is also suggested by a Bladeforums member that putting a wedge 
below the blade may help preventing the blade wiggle.


For knives with insufficient sharpening choil or without it 
For these knives, sharpening near the ricasso might be difficult. Spyderco knives without 
choil tend to have a "bump" in front 
of ricasso, which makes the heel 
hard to reach. I just remove the 
bump using a corner of a coarse 
stone first. Also, a stone might hit 
and ride the ricasso for some 
knives with insufficient choil. This 
may cause over-grinding of the area 
in front of the heel, as a corner of 
the stone grind more from that area. 
I made a few knives "recurve" that 
way.
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Original edge line with a continuous curvature. This 
knife has an insufficient sharpening choil.



After "bad" sharpening.


(You can see that the area below the logo became recurved, as the stone rode on ricasso 
and its corner ground the area more….)


The area near the heel is not sharp 
Even for a knife with a proper sharpening choil, you can end up with the heel area 
unsharpened. The heel area tends to be ground insufficiently because a stone scratches 
there very transiently. So, when I put a stone at the heel to start motion, I purposely start 
with more of an upward motion rather than lateral motion to make sure the stone grinds 
the area enough.


The blade shape is somewhat different after reprofiling 
If you reprofile a typical factory edge to 15 DPS, you will need to remove a lot of material. 
When you remove a lot of metal at once, you tend to remove them from certain spots 
nonuniformly rather than from the entire edge uniformly. This is due to uneven factory 
bevels as shown above. If you use a fast-cutting stone, when you notice that unevenness, 
it may be too late, and the edge line is already deformed. So I do not recommend to 
reduce the edge angle too much in one single sharpening session. It it better to do that 
over a few sessions, for example 20 DPS at first, 18 DPS at second, and 15 DPS at third.
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The edge bevel is wider on one side than the other 
It is typical to have uneven primary bevel on factory knives and therefore to end up with 
uneven edge bevel width. For the uneven edge bevel, you have two options. One, you 
can sharpen the narrower side more than the other intentionally in future sharpening 
sessions, and the difference is going to be corrected over time. Do not try to correct the 
difference in one single sharpening session! Two, you can sharpen at different angles to 
match the bevel width.


The tip is not pointy! 
Do not drop the stone off the tip. Edge Pro guide video says that it is OK to do it. But it is 
not, if you want to preserve the pointy tip. Stop the stone when the tip reaches the mid 
line of the stone. Also, try to reduce the pressure when approaching the tip because the 
pressure is focused to the small area. If you don't, the stone will remove more materials 
from the tip than the rest.


Edge bevel became too wide after reprofiling 
Most factory knives have edge angles like 18~21 DPS. Some of them may seem to have 
very small edge bevels and to be thin behind the edge bevel. But it is probably because 
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(The original narrow bevel (top) was much widened after reprofile (bottom))



the edge angle is quite obtuse. So, if you reprofile them to a much lower angle like 15 
DPS, you will end up with a much wider edge bevel than the original.


Reprofiling tips 
In the example in this document, I sharpened the knife at 15 DPS to amplify edge 
inconsistencies. But I do recommend to sharpen at the factory angle first. To do so, paint 
the entire edge bevel with Sharpie (or several lines across the edge bevel at a few places). 
Attach a fine stone like #600 or finer and set the arm angle at 18 degree on Edge Pro. 
Swipe the edge lightly and see how much Sharpie is taken off. If it is wiped for the entire 
edge bevel to the apex for most part, that is the factory angle. If not, put Sharpie again 
and find a setting to wipe it off. Then, measure the stone angle with an angle cube. Use 
that angle for all stones. You can also calculate the factory angle as the illustration in #6. 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My current sharpening procedures 

————————————————————————————————————————

Abrasives used:

#150 diamond stone from Gritomatic

DMT Extra Extra Fine (EEF) stone 

————————————————————————————————————————


The point of this method is to create scratch marks with the coarse stone and to 
keep them as much as possible, while refining the apex with the EEF stone.


————————————————————————————————————————


Procedures (The Venev stone should be soaked in water with a drop of dish soap for a 
couple of minutes before use.)

I do not apply pressure to a stone but just rely on the weight of the stone and the Edge 
Pro arm. I only use edge-leading strokes on both stones.


1. Bevel setting

Raise burr with the #150 stone (typically 5~10 strokes on each side unless you reprofile 
the edge bevel), then deburr with alternate strokes on the stone. The burr should be easy 
to detect (Care should be taken for the tip. You should stop when the stone just goes over 
the tip. Do not slide the stone beyond the tip. It would round the tip. You can use a 
microscope to check if the stone grinds the very tip).


2. Deburring and refinement

Swipe the blade on the EEF stone with a slightly raised angle. Couple of strokes on each 
side.


3. Wire-edge removal

Draw the edge on hard wood twice and then on thumb nail with a light pressure to 
remove any remaining wire edge.

Strop on linen (jeans).
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